Winter Carnival Scheduled for Feb. 3; Indoor, Outdoor Sports to be Featured

By HELEN KRAKENFELS

"Announced by all the newspapers, even sports pages, comes the news. Seems nowhere to elude: the white: the whirled huts and woods, the river, and the heavy, relentless snow..."

Winter is coming to Wilkes. The last snow of the season will be clearing up the next few days for the usual winter activities of skiing, rink skating, and ice hockey.

Economics Club Plans Trip to Bethlem Steel

Students and faculty of Wilkes College are invited by members of the Economics Club to accompany them on their field trip to the Bethlem Steel Corporation on February 3. The trip will include a tour of the plant and the opportunity to meet with executives from the company.

The cost of the trip is $1.15 per person, which includes transportation and admission. Students who wish to participate should reserve their spot by February 2.

U. S. Should Assault Kremlins' Cracking Walls By Exploiting Russian Position In Europe

By T. R. PRICE

It is the duty of the United States to stand up today to the cracking walls of the Kremlin that disintegrate completely. Mr. Louis Alber informed students in last Tuesday's assembly that the Wall was crumbling under the pressure of the Russian people.

We must recognize the possibility of the East-German riots of last June as far in advance as the previous event by taking appropriate action. If we do not win the war we are now in the so-called "cold war," which Mr. Alber characterized as a war, because it is an emergency of all the nations of the world.

If we do not win the war we are in the world and the power of America. We must fight against the enemy, against the situation, and we must prepare to fight.

Carbet Party Tonight

Ennis to MC Topnotch Floorshow; Tarry Ross to Provide Dance Music

By IVY GELB

Tonight is the night! Tonight marks the entrance of the renowned social events for Wilkes students with a Med-IR-C Chem Cabaret Party at the gymnasium when the clock strikes nine.

Introducing this complementation of stars on stage is Shirley Ennis, master comedian and versatile man around campus. He has appeared on many television shows and have a few appearances tonight, he will present a humorous skit at various times. He will introduce the singing combination of Mike and Mark. These talented sisters have presented their acts at many community affairs and will perform a ballet too. Mike is a member of the Junior class and Mark is a graduate of Harvard School of Music.

From the celebrated television show of Paul Whiteman and Whiteman of several singing contest in this evening, which will attract the highest talents of the country. Also, Joe will entice the latest hot band, the Wilkes-Barre Barons Baseball Band. Musicians for Cabaret Party, who fascinate auditors with their ability will be the cabaret's raison d'être.

U.S. Should Assault Kremlins' Cracking Walls By Exploiting Russian Position In Europe

By JEANNE DEARDEN

The Cinderella Ball is always a good subject for discussion—even in January. The cost at this one is high, $1.15, but not we should have a name band. Both advocates and opponents have some very good arguments.

Advocates feel that the very nature of the dance warrants an extra-special orchestra. The dance is without a doubt one of the biggest in the state. It is the only one which we have a name band. We argue that a name band would draw a bigger crowd.

At the present time it would be impossible for us to rent a name band, but we do not have a name band. We argue that a name band would come to Wilkes to enjoy a band that has a reputation for being among the best in the state.

According to the Morris and his friends, the Cinderella Ball would not be enjoyable if we did have a name band. They argue that a name band would ruin the spirit of the dance.

Cinderella Ball: Music Situation Arises Again; Big Name Band vs. Small Name Band
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A Student's Prayer

"Now I lay me down to sleep, Before I take tomorrow's test. If I shall have no more tests to take."

The more we study, the more we forget. We must keep our wheels greased or we forget. The wheels that we use, the less we know. I can't forget what I learned yesterday, but I can forget what I learned a month ago. Why study?

College Senior: "Would you say you were 100 percent ready for the final exam in your English class?"

English Professor: "The 'Help Wanted' column."

Little Audrey nailed the bathroom door shut and then laughed when she knew her brother's fraternity was having a beer party at the house that night.

Bog Christmas Card: "Have a cool Christmas," she wrote.

He was a tall, lanky guy...he was a redhead and a cigarette lighter, and they both worked.

Famous last words: I'll go down to the swimming pool and drown myself.

A dumb gong, a one. A drug. Doctors give drugs to reduce hysteria.

"Every girl is just what the doctor ordered."

Irate wife, married a man who was not satisfied with her as a mother.

"Daddy, my teacher wants me to go to the principal's office."

Johnny, the principal.

"I don't think so, son. When the white man took over the country some years ago, there were no taxes. The women did all the work. Now we are hard at work.

And we tried to improve on a system like that!!"

My parents told me not to smoke.

Or listen to a naughty joke.

They made it plain I must not wind

At pretty girls or even think

Of anything that could be considered a health drink.

I don't.

To dance and flirt is very wrong.

Wild youth chase women, wine, and song:

I kiss no girls, not even one;

You wouldn't think I had much
to offer.

The cute young lady was sitting on her front porch knitting some things. She was passed by a rambunctious neighbor.

I'm glad to be that she has finally taken an interest in me, not so much running around with boys.

An insurance salesman tells about a valuable wardrobe which his firm insured that he client during European trip. Upon reaching London, the client called collect: "Gown?

In London.

This reply is not only in 3-D. This one is a little more ambitious."

GO BACK. LIVE SIDE-ME-AIDE. It's almost midnight, and as the clock ticks, the night becomes more intense.

The story's locale is Brooklyn, where most of the footage was shot. However, after you see the performance, you'll think it's a perfect way to start the day.

In the background, you see the ocean, the sky, and the shore. It's late at night, and the water is calm and quiet.

The Rights and Responsibilities Of Universities and Their Faculties

The Role of the University in American Life

For three hundred years higher education has played a leading role in the advancement of the American civilization. In no country in history have the educational institutions of any nation had such widespread benefit as in the United States. The progress of the nation has been so closely associated with the development of a pioneering country. The universities have played a great part in the development of the formless immigrant groups, and the great cultural tradition of the West has been maintained by the universities. As the educational system expands, the universities have been given more and more freedom to shape their courses of study and to define their relation to society. As the universities have grown in size and prestige, they have taken on a more and more important role in the affairs of the nation. The universities have become almost the only organizations that have a national purpose and that are not dominated by local interests. The universities have become the places where the national culture is formed and where the national will is expressed. The universities are the great institutions for the formulation of the national purpose and for the direction of the national policy. The universities are the great institutions for the direction of the national policy. The universities are the great institutions for the direction of the national policy.

Your Opinion...

What are your New Year's Resolutions?

Bob Darrow: "To quit smoking (any day now)."

Ross Bicker: "I have none."

Bill Saba: "I resolve never to celebrate New Year's Eve again."

Ed Grogan: "I've lived such a clean life. I don't have to make any."

(Editors' Note: This is a toughy subject as most students refused an answer.)

"Aggressive Dates" Lead to Coeds' Anxiety

The assorted problems of courtship and marriage, including fear of rejection by a girl or the fear of rejection by other girls, are not peculiar to any one age or any one section of society. Fear of rejection is a universal fear. The problem of rejection is being studied by Robert D. Wickham, a young graduate psychologist. Wickham's study is based on a sample of 50 percent of the coed enrollment in each undergraduate class, which included the women of the university. No one else could learn about the study of Wickham's work.

Some 40 percent of the girls who have a fear of being old, some 5 percent of the girls who have a fear of rejection, are not able to reach the male sex at all. Some 1 percent of the girls who have a fear of rejection, are not able to reach the male sex at all. Some 1 percent of the girls who have a fear of rejection, are not able to reach the male sex at all. Some 1 percent of the girls who have a fear of rejection, are not able to reach the male sex at all.

Wickham said that the girls who have a fear of rejection, are not able to reach the male sex at all.
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Colonels Lose To Moravian--Meet Hartwick Tomorrow, Away

Drop 97-68 Decision; Batroneky's 23 High

The Colonnets fell behind by 9-3 in the first period, then trailed the Wilkes gym and trailed the rest of the way as Moravian College poured in the points for a 23-9 victory. Although the Colonels played like a small crowd. Only about 100 people were in the gym and that was the fact that Lenny Batroneky contributed 23 points to the 97-68 total. He was high man for the night, followed by Harsen's Boskey Ross for 22.

Center Joe Silvenski was second man for the Colonets. He was followed by Joe Jakobsen contributed 9 and Jim Anderson notched 6 for the evening.

The Juniata Varisty also fell vic-
tim to the Bethlehem school, losing soundly in the preliminary game.

Hoopen Hot, Cold In Lafayatte Loss

The basketball team looked like world beaters for most of the first period, then followed by the attack of a strong and tall Lafayatte ball. The Colonets came to pound-at home and were eventually hum-ming, but they did not hang a banner crowd.

Lafayatte's passers jumped-
aw ay to a six-point lead over Bill Breda Kriff's Eastem team only to have the Colonets hacker-like they might score the upset of the week. Only 1 point at one point (as you ask) She: You're been breathing fast, too.

9:10 p.m. Jumped into my ear. Throw it in low and ten. Ten minutes later, the scorer was frozen. Lafayatte, because one doesn't have a low year.

9:45 p.m. Down the road on Coach George Balston in Butler Hall. Open up in the name of the press.

Mr. Rainey: Going to just talk to basketball, hurriedly hitting shots: OK, you can come in.

Instructions of this kind: Will you-
Me: Before you say anything, I want you to know that you've got a few shots on anything you say. Mr. Rainey: I've got nothing to hide.

Me: Been told you have a real pistole of a basketball, that right? Coach: Yes. I'll take my voice. Is he? No. You see, I'm-I'm coming in finishing this story. A knock sounds on the door. Who? My? Do you think we'll do at Hartwick Saturday? Well, you can never tell, Bob. But you don't want to you, do you? Joe? Hah! You can be a little more specific, sir? Will we win or not? Coach: Well, yes and no.

Deans: Have to be a little more clear, sir. This is for the Record (Wilkes-Barre). I just want the facts, sir. Coach: You're being In-

Me: I wonder if you'll say that, sir. Now I'll work for another month. Coach: We've got a lot of the out of. Me: How do you think we'll do against Hartwick Saturday? Coach: Well, you can never tell, Bob. But you don't want to you, do you? Joe? Hah! You can be a little more specific, sir? Will we win or not? Coach: Well, yes and no.

Deans: Have to be a little more clear, sir. This is for the Record (Wilkes-Barre). I just want the facts, sir. Coach: You're being In-

Me: I wonder if you'll say that, sir. Now I'll work for another month. Coach: We've got a lot of the out of. Me: How do you think we'll do against Hartwick Saturday? Coach: Well, you can never tell, Bob. But you don't want to you, do you? Joe? Hah! You can be a little more specific, sir? Will we win or not? Coach: Well, yes and no.
U. S. SHOULD ASSAULT (continued from page 1)
should then ask our allies to do the same. Indeed, it might even be necessary to give them military aid if, as former members of the underground, the communists in Europe are armed with weapons which we dropped to resistance groups during the late war.

Too, we should handle world trade so as to aid the free world and to harm Russia. We dominate world trade, producing fifty-three percent of the world's products, with seven percent of its people. We must take care not to damage the free world by our handling of its trade as Stalin expected.

With or without the agreement of Britain, we should demand that the Russians honor the agreements made at Yalta. This, if done, would give Germany, Austria, and other nations freedom by the ballot, and would reduce the Red Empire by some twenty-five percent.

Should Russia refuse to do this, Alber continued, we should then refuse to enter into any conferences with her until the Yalta promises have been honored. Should further action be necessary, we should demand withdrawal recognition of Russia and her satellite, and close her embassies, which are centers for red spy-nests in free nations, hiding behind the protection of diplomatic immunity.

Again, we should recognize governments-in-exile for Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia, which lands were stolen by the reds in 1940, as well as for Russian satellite. These governments would be rallying points for the underground resistance groups in those nations.

Moreover, said Alber, we should organize Iron Curtain refugees in Eastern Europe into army divisions. In East Germany alone, we can organize an army of two million men, many million and eager to serve and veterans of someone's army during the last war. We should use them instead of American boys for the protection of Western Europe. All that would be necessary would be to arm them, since we are feeding and clothing these refugees at the present time.

This may sound drastic, said Alber, but after war is drastic, and we did all these things in World War II. However, we did them after the bombs fell on Pearl Harbor.

Are we going to wait again, he asked? Why, said Alber, do not put this plan into operation, with the cold war and prevent a hot one? We will do this, only when we realize we are in a conflict of good and evil, in which we play the part of the good and Russia that of evil.

Many Alumni Attend Annual Xmas Dance; New Officers Named

"Wonderful" and "Topa" were the comments on the annual Christmas Dance of the Wilkes College Alumni Association. The dance, which was held at the Manfield Ballroom, had a large crowd in attendance. A very enjoyable time was had by all, as was clearly demonstrated when the orchestra was asked to remain an extra hour.

New officers were also announced. They are: Daniel E. Williams, president; William Loetscher, vice president; Joseph Godulski, treasurer; and Mrs. William Myers, secretary.

Some elected were the following Alumni Council members: Mrs. Loretta Farris, William B. Griffith, Alty, Thomas E. Bratton, and Dr. Robert Kerr.

Unfortunately, today we either do not realize this, or while Russia plays her part to the hilt, we play ours very badly. Unless we wake to the fact that we must win the war we are now in by playing it well, said Alber, all that will be left to us will be the dropping of bombs.

Activity Forms

For the convenience of student organizations wishing approval of activity forms, the Student Council will meet every week following assembly for a few minutes. There should be no excuse for not having forms approved before any publicity is begun for an event.

THE BOSTON STORE

Men’s Shop

has everything a fellow needs in line of wearing apparel.

FOWLER, DICK AND WALKER

STREET FLOOR — UPPER DOOR

JORDAN

Est. 1871

Men’s Furnishings and Hats of Quality

9 West Market Street
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

YOUNG AMERICA GOES CHESTERFIELD

FOR THE FIFTH STRAIGHT YEAR

CHESTERFIELD IS THE ONLY CIGARETTE EVER TO GIVE YOU PROOF OF HIGHEST QUALITY—LOW NICOTINE

by a 1953 survey audit of actual sales in more than 800 college co-ops and campus stores from coast to coast. Yes, for the fifth straight year Chesterfield is the college favorite.

CHESSTERFIELD IS THE ONLY CIGARETTE EVER TO GIVE YOU PROOF OF HIGHEST QUALITY—LOW NICOTINE

"At the colleges and wherever we play, I find more and more young men and women going for Chesterfield."

Ray Anthony

CHESTERFIELD

BEST FOR YOU